
1. plural noun 2. relative clause beginning with ‘who’

3. proper noun

3. proper noun

3. proper noun

4. proper noun (place)

5. ‘an’ + adjective

6. prepositional phrase

7. adjective

3. proper noun

8. passive sentence

8. passive sentence

9. adverbial phrase (manner)

3. proper noun

3. proper noun

10. proper noun

11. ‘a’ + adjective 3. proper noun

12. –ing verb 13. –ing verb

For thousands of years, people have enjoyed the ancient tales of Perseus, Theseus, Zeus, 

Icarus and many more. Until recently, it was thought that the legends had all been 

discovered. Then, one day, a group of           ,                , 

revealed a long-lost myth. 

Today, for the first time ever, we bring you the tale of        .

        was born in      . They were  

      child in most ways. In fact, it wasn’t until  

        encountered the beast          

that their        powers were truly revealed. When the beast had been 

defeated,         shouted, “                         !”  

From then on, whenever anyone shouted, “                         !”  

        would come running to the rescue. 

                ,         decided  

that they wanted to visit the gods in             . It was  

        journey and         spent most of 

it        and      .  

 

The Long-Lost Myth 
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3. proper noun

3. proper noun

3. proper noun

3. proper noun

15. question

16. exclamation

17. -ing verb

18. command

14. noun phrase (at least three words long)
When they saw                  , they 

knew that they had arrived.

Reaching the entrance,         muttered the secret password:  

“              ” After a short while, 

they heard the reply, “                      ” The 

entrance opened and         began          up 

the narrow staircase.

Finally, they reached the summit but to        ’s surprise, the gods 

weren’t there. Instead, a small note sat on the round table.         

opened it and jumped back as they read, ‘          ’. 

Fearing the worst, they immediately began to follow the instruction.
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1. plural noun 2. relative clause beginning 
with ‘who’

3. proper noun

4. proper noun (place) 5. ‘an’ + adjective 6. prepositional phrase

7. adjective 8. passive sentence 9. adverbial phrase 
(manner)

10. proper noun 11. ‘a’ + adjective 12. –ing verb

13. –ing verb 14. noun phrase (at least 
three words)

15. question

16. exclamation 17. –ing verb 18. command

Grammatical Features
Complete each box with an example of the grammatical feature shown.
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